Spending and Budgeting
Enhancements
Your HUB is a feature financial planning clients at Blumark receive. If you are unsure if you have
access to this tool please reach out to youradvisor@blumarkadvisors.com or call 248.289.1647.
Building on last year's updates, we've added even more improvements to your HUB Spending and
Budgeting tools. With improved charts, filtering, and performance, this update streamlines the
client experience on desktop and mobile platforms.

What's new to the Spending Overview page:
The chart and categories table has a more modern and responsive design.
Multi-select functionality is now available in the Categories filter.
Filter settings are retained across pages within Spending and Budgeting.
Also, we've adjusted the Transactions page format to improve readability and streamline access to
essential information. As you can see below, the transactions no longer require scrolling to see all
the necessary information, and Pending Transactions are placed automatically at the top of the list.

While workflow improvements to search and categories and search make it easier than ever for you
to find and update the transactions you need.

Stay tuned for more updates to our Spending and Budgeting tools later this year!

A More Efficient Goals
Experience in
As we continue to enhance your HUB with interactive experiences, we are redesigning the Goals
Page to provide you with a more personalized and streamlined experience.
What's Changing on the Goals Page:
This enhancement is designed to provide a consistent experience between the advisor and client
planning tools. Also, the new Goals page allows you to simply and efficiently view all goal details on
a single page.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
Securities, insurance and advisory services offered through Royal Alliance Associates, Inc., member
FINRA / SIPC . Additional insurance services offered through Blumark. Tax advisory services
offered through Blumark Tax Advisors. Listed entities not affiliated with Royal Alliance Associates.

